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8Dipole ?Monopole ?
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9Problem solving & Geometric tool
Least square minimization
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Ill-conditioned problem
Tikhonov regularization
gives
Geometric tool
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First process : Optimization
Optimization
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Results 
● Strong assumptions on the a priori model
Need of good physic knowledge of the problem
● Initial choices & assumptions are important
Results are sensitive
● Minimum or Minimum minimorum ?
● Time consuming
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Second process : Classification
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Results 
● Choice of models
Need of physic knowledge of the problem
● Easy & Fast
Can be done several times 
(Cascaded classification)
Improve results
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Third process : 
Adaptation + Classification
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Results 
● Choice of models
Need of less physic knowledge of the problem
Less assumptions
Can be done on not well-known models
● Independent of the initial choices
Better results
● Can be cascaded to remove bad models 
& improve results
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Conclusion
Several successful simulations done
3 to 10 sources - 5 to 20 microphones
Can be run on more complex situations
Geometric tool to solve inverse problem
Easy, Fast & Robust
3 processes tried
Optimization
Classification
Adaptation + Classification
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